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A Man Called Blessed Jun 26
2022 A high-stakes quest for
the Ark of the Covenant. An
assassin out to stop them. And
a man named Caleb, whose
supernatural powers may be
the only thing that can save
them. In this explosive sequel
to Blessed Child, Jewish
soldier-turned-archaeologist
Rebecca Soloman leads a team
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deep into the Ethiopian desert
to find the one man who may
know the final resting place of
the Ark of the Covenant. Such
a discovery would bring hope
back to her people. Her search
brings excitement and
danger—including unexpected
love and a discovery far more
powerful than even the holy
artifact. Meanwhile, Islamic
fundamentalists dispatch
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Ismael, their most
accomplished assassin, to
pursue Rebecca and the man
she’s searching for. These men
fear that the Ark’s discovery
will compel Israel to rebuild
Solomon’s temple—on the very
site of their holy mosque in
Jerusalem. But the man they
seek is no ordinary man. His
name is Caleb, and he too is on
a mission—to find again the
love he embraced as a child
and to share that love with the
world. Book two in the Caleb
duology: Blessed Child A Man
Called Blessed Book length:
approximately 100,000 words
Burn Sep 17 2021 The bestselling author of BoneMan's
Daughters joins his coauthor in
telling a new gripping
Christian suspense story.
Skin Aug 24 2019 A freak
storm has spawned three
tornadoes that are bearing
down on the town of
Summerville. Yet under the
cover of the storm looms a
much more ominous threat: A
vindictive killer known as Red
who's left a string of victims in
his wake and is now bent on
exacting his final revenge on
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the unsuspecting town. But
there is an enigma surrounding
Red that the FBI is unwilling to
admit-closely guarded secrets
of something gone terribly
wrong beneath the skin of
Summerville. Secrets that will
destroy far more than one
small town. Wendy Davidson is
caught in the middle. She's a
recovering cult survivor who
takes refuge in Summerville on
her way to visit her estranged
mother. And with her, four
strangers, any of whom could
be the next victim . . . or the
killer.
Mortal Jun 02 2020 Centuries
have passed since civilization's
brush with apocalypse. The
world's greatest threats have
all been silenced. There is no
anger, no hatred, no war.
There is only perfect
peace...and fear. A terrible
secret was closely guarded for
centuries: every single soul
walking the earth, though in
appearance totally normal, is
actually dead, long ago
genetically stripped of true
humanity. Nine years have
gone by since an unlikely hero
named Rom SebastianAccess
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discovered a secret and
consumed an ancient potion of
blood to bring himself back to
life in Forbidden. Surviving
against impossible odds, Rom
has gathered a secret faction of
followers who have also taken
the blood-the first Mortals in a
world that is dead. But The
Order has raised an elite army
to hunt and crush the living.
Division and betrayal threaten
to destroy the Mortals from
within. The final surviving hope
for humanity teeters on the
brink of annihilation and no
one knows the path to survival.
On the heels of Forbidden
comes MORTAL, the second
novel in The Books of Mortals
saga penned by Ted Dekker
and Tosca Lee. Set in a
terrifying, medieval future,
where grim pageantry masks
death, this tale of dark desires
and staggering stakes peels
back the layers of the heart for
all who dare take the journey.
The Books of Mortals are three
novels, each of which stands on
its own, yet all are seamlessly
woven into one epic thriller.
The Seer Feb 08 2021
Blessed Child Apr 12 2021 A
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famine relief expert, a
Canadian Red Cross nurse, and
an Ethiopian orphan
experience the power of the
Holy Spirit and ignite a
spiritual revolution.
The Baker's Wife Mar 24
2022 After her husband Geoff,
a pastor, loses his job after a
scandal in their congregation,
Audrey works with Geoff to
resurrect a failing bakery, but
their troubles grow when
Audrey hits a motor scooter
whose rider has disappeared.
Bone Man's Daughters Sep 05
2020 US Navy intelligence
analyst Ryan Evans is used to
treating life like a code to be
deciphered. But a brutal
kidnapping in the Iraqi desert
presents him with an
excruciating dilemma that
turns his whole world upside
down.Back home in Texas, the
serial killer dubbed ‘Bone Man’
is about to be released, amid
allegations that the wrong man
was put behind bars. When
Bone Man strikes again, hunter
becomes hunted and Evans
must risk everything he has to
win a cruel game – and protect
everything he loves.A Access
tense Free
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psychological puzzle that
explores the complexity and
compromises of relationships,
this is a dark and frightening
thriller that drills into the
ultimate battleground between
good and evil – the human
heart.
Roses Nov 27 2019 East
Texas, 1916 When precocious
16-year-old Mary Toliver
inherits cotton plantation
Somerset from her father, the
first seeds of familial
discontent are sown. By
becoming the new mistress of
Somerset, Mary betrays her
mother Darla and her brother
Miles, and the Toliver dynasty
will never recover. And when
Mary and timber magnate
Percy Warwick decide not to
marry, though fiercely in love,
it is a decision which will have
sad and tragic consequences
not only for them but for
generations of their families to
come. Set against a panoramic
backdrop, Roses is a
heartbreaking love story of sex,
scandal and seduction. It
covers 100 years and three
generations of Texans.
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Los Angeles in the early 1970s,
real-estate dealer Stephen
Friedman becomes hungry for
answers after he discovers a
deceased woman's papers that
indicate she owned a priceless
religious relic, and that she
may have been his mother.
White Sep 25 2019 Thomas
tries to fight wars on two
different worlds, one in which a
virus threatens to wipe out all
life and the other in which a
forbidden love can destroy the
Circle.
Dekker 2 in 1 (Obsessed &
Three) Jul 04 2020 Three:
Enter a world where nothing is
what it seems. Where your
closest friend could be your
greatest enemy. Kevin Parson
is driving his car late one
summer day when, suddenly,
his cell phone rings. A man
who identifies himself as Slater
speaks in a breathy voice: You
have exactly three minutes to
confess your sin to the world.
Refuse, and the car you're
driving will blow sky high.
Kevin panics. Who would make
such a call? What sin? Kevin
ditches the car. Precisely three
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explosion sets his world on a
collision course with madness.
From the #1 best-selling fiction
author comes a powerful story
of good, evil, and all that lies
between. Obsessed: A deadly
tale of ultimate obsession.
Stephen Friedman is making a
good living in good times. He's
just an ordinary guy. Or so he
thinks. But one day an
extraordinary piece of
information tells him
differently. It's a clue from the
grave of a Holocaust survivor.
A clue that makes him heir to
an incredible fortune...a clue
that only he and one other man
can possibly understand. That
man is Roth Braun, a serial
killer who has been waiting for
Stephen for thirty years. Roth
was stopped once before. This
time nothing will get in his
way. Known worldwide for
page-turning, adrenaline-laced
thrillers, Dekker raises the
stakes in this story of passion,
revenge, and an all-consuming
obsession for the ultimate
treasure.
The Priest's Graveyard Aug
29 2022 Two abandoned souls
are on the hunt for one
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powerful man. Soon, their
paths will cross and lead to one
twisted fate. Danny Hansen is a
Bosnian immigrant who came
to America with hopes of
escaping haunted memories of
a tragic war that took his
other's life. Now he's a priest
incensed by the powerful
among us who manipulate the
law for their own gain,
uncaring of thes hattered lives
they leave behind. It is his duty
to show them the error of their
ways, even if he must put them
in the grave. Renee Gilmore is
the frail and helpless victim of
one such powerful man. Having
escaped his clutches, she now
lives only to satisfy justice by
destroying him, regardless of
whom she must become in that
pursuit. But when Danny and
Renee's paths become
inexorably entangled things go
very, very badly and neither of
them may make it out of this
hunt alive.
Subversive Aug 05 2020 In an
abandoned coal mine, a group
of fugitives huddle fourhundred feet beneath the
surface of the earth. To the
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Force who have been
commissioned to hunt them
down, they are known as
subversives. Dangerous
religious zealots who must be
captured and imprisoned
before their extremism can
infect anyone else. Since the
night of her parent's arrest,
Gemma Alcott has been in
hiding as a subversive. She's
found a home-and someone to
love-but she's never forgotten
the love she left behind. Taylor,
a young Task Force officer,
believes wholeheartedly in his
mission and in the danger
posed by subversives. He
believes in his mission so much
that he detained and
imprisoned his own father. But
when his first love, Gemma, is
captured by a rogue Task
Force unit, his loyalties are put
to the test. Facing
interrogation and possible
death, Gemma must summon
the strength and faith to
protect her friends, no matter
the cost. And Taylor must
decide if he's fighting against
evil?or for it.
The Caleb Collection Oct 26
2019 Enjoy New York Times
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bestselling author Ted Dekker's
Caleb stories as an e-book
collection! Blessed Child The
young orphaned boy was
abandoned and raised in an
Ethiopian monastery. He has
never seen outside its walls—at
least, not the way most people
see. Now he must flee those
walls or die. A Man Called
Blessed One man holds the key
to locating the Ark of the
Covenant—but he’s hidden
deep in the desert and no one
has seen him since he was a
boy.
Angelology Jun 22 2019 When
Sister Evangeline of the St
Rose Convent stumbles across
a mysterious correspondence
with Abigail Rockefeller in the
archive, it reveals that angels
once walked among us ... and
might still. This discovery
plunges Evangeline into the
hidden and dangerous world of
the Angelologists - a secret
society that battles to prevent
the ascendancy of the
Nephilim, the angels'
descendants on Earth.
Evangeline becomes the
catalyst in a race to hunt down
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that can be used to enslave
humankind. And not only is the
key to finding those artefacts
within her grasp - but also a
secret about her own past and
its links to the Angelologists.
Possession of either could cost
Evangeline her life . . .
The Things We Cannot Say
Dec 29 2019 If you were moved
by The Tattooist of Auschwitz
by Heather Morris or The
Librarian of Auschwitz by
Antonio Iturbe, this book is for
you. A searing page-turner of
hope, family secrets and a love
to defy all odds from
bestselling Kelly Rimmer,
inspired by the author's family
history. 'Fans of The
Nightingale and Lilac Girls will
adore The Things We Cannot
Say' Pam Jenoff 'Simply
amazing book, so moving I
couldn't put it down. A book
that will remain in my heart for
many years to come *****' A
reader 'Captivating. I am in
awe of this story *****' A
reader 'I have never ever been
so deeply moved by a
book...the most amazing love
story of hope and survival
during the Nazi occupation of
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Poland... i just didn't want it to
end *****' A reader It begins
with the discovery of a tattered
photo, a letter and a tiny
leather shoe... World War Two,
Poland. Alina and Tomasz are
childhood sweethearts. The
night before he leaves for
college, Tomasz proposes
marriage. But when their
village falls to the Nazis, Alina
doesn't know if Tomasz is alive
or dead. 2019. Life changed
beyond recognition for Alice
when her son, Eddie, was born
with autism spectrum disorder.
She must do everything to
support him, but at what cost
to her family? When her
cherished grandmother is
hospitalised, a hidden box of
mementoes reveals a tattered
photo of a young man, a tiny
leather shoe and a letter. Her
grandmother begs Alice to
return to Poland to see what
became of those she held
dearest. In Poland, separated
from her family, Alice begins to
uncover the story her
grandmother is so desperate to
tell, and discovers a love that
bloomed in the winter of 1942.
Access Free
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comes to light, will the
struggles of the past and
present finally reach a
heartbreaking resolution?
'Alina and Tomasz's story is
one of bravery, resilience, and
the lengths we will go to for
the ones we love' Sally
Hepworth More praise for the
heart-tugging novels of Kelly
Rimmer 'Kelly Rimmer serves
up a heart-pounding dilemma
for fans of Jodi Picoult' Marie
Claire 'A heartbreaking story...
Her characters are captivating'
Daily Telegraph 'Kelly Rimmer
tears at the heartstrings'
Herald Sun
Black Jan 10 2021 Thomas
Hunter narrowly survives a
shooting attempt only to
awaken in an alternate
universe of green forests, a
world to which he subsequently
travels every time he goes to
sleep.
The Returning Jun 14 2021
They say the Awakening is
coming. That she’s the key. But
can she find her identity in the
light Before she perishes in the
dark? Twenty years have
passed since Carrington and
Remko Brant’s baby, Elise, was
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kidnapped and they were
forced to leave her captive in
the Authority City. Though they
fled with the Seers far from
Authority reach, they’ve never
given up hope of rescuing their
daughter from the man who
betrayed them. Now Authority
President, he’s ushered the city
into a new era of “peace”—one
where the Scientist Roth
Reynard’s Genesis Serum has
eradicated all memory of
emotion or rebellion. But the
mysterious Aaron and his Seers
are once again on the move,
threatening the illusion the
Authority has worked so hard
to build. As the Seers send
seven chosen warriors to
rescue Elise and bring
restoration to the Authority
City, the lines are drawn for a
final battle between light and
darkness. The key to ultimate
victory may rest within the
strangely powerful girl who has
felt forgotten but was never
abandoned—a truth she’ll need
to wage war against the
powerful forces of evil.
Faulkner's Media Romance
Mar 31 2020 A folklore of
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dynamics in Flags in the dust
and The sound and the fury -Currents of consciousness; or,
My mother is a graphophone -The negative plate, or Absalom,
Absalom! and The camera's
voice
The Promises She Keeps Nov
07 2020 Promise, a talented
young singer with a terminal
illness, is counting on fame to
keep her memory alive. Porta is
an aging sorceress and art
collector in search of
immortality. When Promise
inexplicably survives a series of
freak accidents, Porta believes
that she may hold the key to
eternal life. Enter Chase, an
autistic artist who falls in love
with Promise and fascinates
her with his mysterious visions
and drawings.
Under the Lake Dec 09 2020
From bestselling author Stuart
Woods, a thriller featuring John
Howell, a former investigative
journalist trying to escape from
his past who finds a perfect
sanctuary in a lakeside home in
the North Georgia Mountains.
But little does he realize the
small town harbors a dark and
evil secret, hidden deep within
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the lake’s waters. In the
beautiful mountains of North
Georgia lies a lake built by an
obsessed man at a terrible
price. This placid body of water
has brought prosperity to an
isolated community, and with
it, two strangers who
intermingle with the insular
local folk, strangers probing
into crimes against nature from
generations past that cannot
remain submerged beneath the
waters' surface. Under the
Lake marks the eagerly
awaited return to the South of
his Edgar Award–winning novel
Chiefs. John Howell, once a top
investigative journalist, comes
to this backcountry town on the
run from a once promising
personal and professional life
that has somehow gone sour.
What he finds is a mystery so
deep, so complex, so bizarre,
that he cannot concentrate on
the book he has come here to
write. The story begins with his
entanglement in a subtle, but
relentless battle waged by the
autocratic town father and the
local sheriff against an outcast
family, ravaged by its origins.
Access
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his involvement with two
women—an ambitious young
reporter on the prowl for
corruption, and a shy
backwoods beauty, forsaken by
the world because of her
family's ill kept secret. Then,
without warning, visits from an
otherworldly young girl haunt
Howell as his rustic cabin
becomes a spectral theater
offering strange and
frightening images of a hideous
event of long ago.
The Silent Boy Jul 24 2019
From the No. 1 bestselling
author of THE AMERICAN BOY
comes a brilliant new historical
thriller set during the French
Revolution. Selected as
Historical Novel of the Year by
The Times and Sunday Times,
and picked as one of Radio 4’s
Crime Books of the Year.
A.D. 33 Feb 29 2020 New York
Times bestselling author Ted
Dekker delivers the gripping
story of Maviah, a slave who
becomes a queen in Arabia,
A.D. 33. They call her the
Queen of the Outcasts. Maviah,
a woman whose fate was
sealed on her birth by this
world-unwanted, illegitimate,
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female, a slave-subject to the
whims of all. But then she met
a man named Yeshua who
opened her eyes. She found
strength in his words, peace
from the brutal word around
her. Because of what he taught
her, she has gathered her own
traveling kingdom of outcasts
deep in the desert, wielding an
authority few have seen. But
when her growing power
threatens the rulers around
her, they set out to crush all
she loves, leaving her reeling
as a slave once more. She must
find Yeshua to save her people,
but when she does, she will be
horrified to discover that he
faces his own death. Enter a
story full of intrigue, heartwrenching defeat,
uncompromising love and
staggering victory-one that reexamines everything you
thought you knew about the
heart of Jesus's stunning
message and the power that
follows for those who follow his
easily forgotten way.
The Paradise Trilogy Dec 21
2021 Collects three novels that
begin in Paradise, Colorado
with a man cloaked inAccess
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and possessing the power to
grant unfulfilled dreams.
The Bride Collector May 26
2022 FBI Special Agent Brad
Raines is facing his toughest
case yet. A Denver serial killer
has killed four beautiful young
women, leaving a bridal veil at
each crime scene, and he's
picking up his pace. Unable to
crack the case, Raines appeals
for help from a most unusual
source: residents of the Center
for Wellbeing and Intelligence,
a private psychiatric institution
for mentally ill individuals who
are extraordinarily gifted.It's
there that he meets Paradise, a
young woman who witnessed
her father murder her family
and barely escaped his hand.
Diagnosed with schizophrenia,
Paradise may also have an
extrasensory gift: the ability to
experience the final moments
of a person's life when she
touches the dead body.In a
desperate attempt to find the
killer, Raines enlists Paradise's
help. In an effort to win her
trust, he befriends this strange
young woman and begins to
see in her qualities that most
'sane people' sorely lack.
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Gradually, he starts to question
whether sanity resides outside
the hospital walls...or inside.As
the Bride Collector increases
the pace and volume of his
gruesome crucifixions, the case
becomes even more personal to
Raines when his friend and
colleague, a beautiful young
forensic psychologist, becomes
the Bride Collector's next
target. The FBI believes that
the killer plans to murder
seven women. Can Paradise
help before it's too late?
Showdown May 14 2021 A
stranger named Marsuvees
Black appears and announces
he has come to bring hope and
grace to the mountain town,
Paradise, offering dazzling
love, faith, and fun to
residents, but as dark clouds
and sandstorms shut Paradise
off from the rest of the world,
the unthinkable happens in an
ultimate collision between good
and evil. By the author of
Obsessed.
A.D. 30 Jul 16 2021 A
sweeping epic set in the harsh
deserts of Arabia and ancient
Palestine. A war that rages
Free
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and in the heart. The
harrowing journey of the
woman at the center of it all.
Step back in time to the year of
our Lord...A.D. 30. The outcast
daughter of one of the most
powerful Bedouin sheikhs in
Arabia, Maviah is called on to
protect the very people who
rejected her. When their
enemies launch a sudden
attack with devastating
consequences, Maviah escapes
with the help of two of her
father's warriors--Saba who
speaks more with is sword than
his voice and Judah, a Jew who
comes from a tribe that can
read the stars. Their journey
will be fraught with terrible
danger. If they can survive the
vast forbidding sands of a
desert that is deadly to most,
they will reach a brutal world
subjugated by kings and
emperors. There Maviah must
secure an unlikely alliance with
King Herod of the Jews. But
Maviah's path leads her
unexpectedly to another man.
An enigmatic teacher who
speaks of a way in this life
which offers greater power
than any kingdom. His name is
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Yeshua, and his words turn
everything known on its head.
Though following him may
present even greater danger,
his may be the only way for
Maviah to save her people--and
herself.
Integration and Resettlement
of Refugees and Forced
Migrants Oct 07 2020 Since
2017, the United States and
Europe—among many other
refugee-hosting
countries—have made
significant changes in their
refugee policies. New visa
restrictions, travel bans, and
other regulations were
imposed by national
governments. At the local level,
towns and cities responded in
different ways: some resisted
national policy by declaring
themselves “sanctuary cities”,
while others supported
exclusionary policies. These
different responses influenced
refugees’ ability to settle and
become integrated. The
Refugees in Towns (RIT)
project at Tufts University
explores local urban
integration experiences,
Accessand
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perspectives of refugees and
citizens in towns around the
world. Since 2017, more than
30 RIT case studies have
deepened our local knowledge
about the factors that enable or
obstruct integration, and the
ways in which migrants and
hosts co-exist, adapt, and
struggle with integration. In
this Special Issue, seven
articles explore urban
integration in towns in Europe
(Frankfurt-Rödelheim,
Germany; Newcastle, UK;
Ambertois, France; Italy’s
cities; and Belgrade, Serbia)
and in North America:
Bhutanese refugee-hosting US
cities, and Antigonish, Canada.
The papers explore how
refugees and citizens interact;
the role of officials and
politicians in enabling or
obstructing integration; the
social, economic, and cultural
impact of migration; and the
ways—inclusive or
exclusive—locals have
responded.
Saint Jan 22 2022 When, after
being kidnapped, his memory
is erased by intense training
and torture, assassin Carl, who
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is gifted with telekinetic
abilities, is given a new set of
memories that transform him
into a killer with an
extraordinary mission.
The Sanctuary Oct 31 2022
THE SANCTUARY is the
gripping story of vigilante
priest, Danny Hansen, who is
now serving a fifty year prison
term in California for the
murder of two abusive men.
Filled with remorse, Danny is
determined to live out his days
by a code of non-violence and
maneuvers deftly within a
ruthless prison system. But
when Renee Gilmore, the
woman he loves, receives a box
containing a bloody finger and
draconian demands from a
mysterious enemy on the
outside, Danny must find a way
to escape. They are both drawn
into a terrifying game of life
and death. If Renee fails, the
priest will die; if Danny fails,
Renee will die. And the body
count will not stop at two. THE
SANCTUARY is Ted Dekker at
his best, a powerful thriller
that relentlessly plumbs the
depths of punishment and
Free
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corrections system and in the
human heart.
Kiss Feb 20 2022 New York
Times bestselling author Ted
Dekker teams up with Erin
Healy for a gripping
psychological thriller. Let me
tell you all I know for sure. My
name. Shauna. I woke up in a
hospital bed missing six
months of my memory. In the
room was my loving
boyfriend—how could I have
forgotten him?—my uncle and
my abusive stepmother.
Everyone blames me for the
tragic car accident that left me
near death and my dear
brother brain damaged. But
what they say can't be
true—can it? I believe the
medicine is doing strange
things to my memory. I'm
unsure who I can trust and who
I should run from. And I'm
starting to remember things
I've never known. Things not
about me. I think I'm going
crazy. And even worse, I think
they want to kill me. But who?
And for what? Is dying for the
truth really better than living
with a lie?
Play Dead Jan 28 2020
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The Line Between Oct 19
2021 In this frighteningly
believable thriller from New
York Times bestselling author
and master storyteller Tosca
Lee, an extinct disease reemerges from the melting
Alaskan permafrost and causes
madness in its victims. For
recent apocalyptic cult escapee
Wynter Roth, it’s the end she’d
always been told was coming.
When Wynter Roth finally
escapes from New Earth, a
self-contained doomsday cult
on the American prairie, she
emerges into a world poised on
the brink of madness as a
mysterious outbreak of rapid
early onset dementia spreads
across the nation. As Wynter
struggles to start over in a
world she’s been taught to
regard as evil, she finds herself
face-to-face with the
apocalypse she’s feared all her
life—until the night her sister
shows up at her doorstep with
a set of medical samples. That
night, Wynter learns there’s
something far more sinister at
play: that the prophet they
once idolized has been toying
Access
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that these samples are key to
understanding the disease.
Now, as the power grid fails
and the nation descends into
chaos, Wynter must find a way
to get the samples to a lab in
Colorado. Uncertain who to
trust, she takes up with former
military man Chase Miller, who
has his own reasons for
wanting to get close to the
samples in her possession, and
to Wynter, herself. Filled with
action, conspiracy, romance,
and questions of whom—and
what—to believe, The Line
Between is a high-octane story
of survival and love in a world
on the brink of madness, from
“the queen of psychological
twists” (New York Times
bestselling author Steena
Holmes).
The Sanctuary Sep 29 2022
THE SANCTUARY is the
gripping story of vigilante
priest, Danny Hansen, who is
now serving a fifty year prison
term in California for the
murder of two abusive men.
Filled with remorse, Danny is
determined to live out his days
by a code of non-violence and
maneuvers deftly within a
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ruthless prison system. But
when Renee Gilmore, the
woman he loves, receives a box
containing a bloody finger and
draconian demands from a
mysterious enemy on the
outside, Danny must find a way
to escape. They are both drawn
into a terrifying game of life
and death. If Renee fails, the
priest will die; if Danny fails,
Renee will die. And the body
count will not stop at two. THE
SANCTUARY is Ted Dekker at
his best, a powerful thriller
that relentlessly plumbs the
depths of punishment and
rehabilitation, both in a flawed
corrections system and in the
human heart.
Unconventional Warfare
(Special Forces, Book 1) Mar
12 2021 Discover the secret
missions behind America's
greatest conflicts. Danny
Manion has been fighting his
entire life. Sometimes with his
fists. Sometimes with his
words. But when his actions
finally land him in real trouble,
he can't fight the judge who
offers him a choice: jail... or the
army. Turns out there's a
Access
perfect place for him in
the Free
US
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military: the Studies and
Observation Group (SOG), an
elite volunteer-only task force
comprised of US Air Force
Commandos, Army Green
Berets, Navy SEALS, and even
a CIA agent or two. With the
SOG's focus on covert action
and psychological warfare,
Danny is guaranteed an
unusual tour of duty, and a
hugely dangerous one.
Fortunately, the very same
qualities that got him in trouble
at home make him a naturalborn commando in a secret
war. Even if almost nobody
knows he's there. National
Book Award finalist Chris
Lynch begins a new, explosive
fiction series based on the reallife, top-secret history of US
black ops.
The Words We Whisper May
02 2020 As a hospice nurse,
Zara Mitchell has already seen
more death than most people
will experience in a lifetime. So
when her older sister asks her
to help care for their ailing
grandmother, Zara agrees -despite strained family
relationships.
Outlaw Apr 24 2022 New York
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Timesbestselling author Ted
Dekker brings an exotic tale of
adventure and creates his most
memorable character ever. The
story of how I, Julian Carter,
and my precious two-year old
son, Stephen, left Atlanta
Georgia and found ourselves on
a white sailboat, tossed about
like a cork on a raging sea off
of Australia's northern tip in
1963, is harrowing. But it pales
in comparison to what
happened deep in the jungle
where I was taken as a slave by
a savage tribe unknown to the
world. Some places dwell in
darkness so deep that even
God seems to stay away. There,
my mind was torn in two by the
gods of the earth. There, one
life ended so another could
begin. Some will say I was a
fool for making the choices I
made. But they would have
done the same. They, too,
would have embraced death if
they knew what I knew, and
saw through my eyes. My name
is Julian and this is my story.
But more, it is the story of my
son who was born to change
the world. From deep in the
Access Free
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New York Times bestselling
author Ted Dekker was born
and raised, comes OUTLAW, an
epic adventure of two worlds
that perhaps only he could
write. Full of harrowing twists,
sweeping violence, and wild
love, Outlaw takes us beyond
the skin of this world to
another unseen.
Red Aug 17 2021 Attempting
to rescue two worlds from
collapse, Thomas Hunter races
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to stop a virus unleashed by
terrorists, as he also
commands an army of primitive
warriors fighting for their
survival.
The Thirteenth Demon, Altar of
the Spiral Eye Nov 19 2021
Hennigan's "The Thirteenth
Demon" introduces readers to
the story of Jonathan Steel and
discusses the reality of angels,
demons, and the struggle
between Satan and the will of
God.
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